An EPIC Opportunity:
Moving from Satisfactory
to Memorable Experiences
in Retail Banking

Introduction
The link between customer experience (CX) and positive
business outcomes such as retention and profitability are well
established and widely accepted, but still not consistently
achieved by all brands.
Delivering a market leading CX is an aspiration for
many retail banking brands but one that can be
frustratingly elusive. Although a strategic priority,
the highly regulated operating environment brings
a pre-disposition towards processes, functional aspects of delivery and resolving dissatisfaction. This
may come at the expense of the value-creating,
elevated experiences that stimulate growth and in
which CX leading brands excel.
In this paper we explain that differentiation will not
be achieved by eliminating pain points but by creating an emotional connection with customers. It is
this connection that provides the foundations for
profitable relationships and maximises return on investment from CX efforts.
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The CX stakes are high in retail
banking, and getting higher

Customer Experience (CX) is a common priority for businesses
around the world. Once confined to operational customer
service and back-end support, CX now has a seat at the top
table. It is pivotal to many of today’s business strategies and the
Net Promoter Score, or other indicators of CX, have become
closely scrutinised key business performance metrics.
Retail banking is no exception
to this trend. In the decade following the financial crisis of
2008, many banks set about
the process of rebuilding trust
and re-affirming CX as a strategic priority.The imperative to do
so remains significant: in recent
years the market landscape has
been re-shaped by new regulations, new technology, new entrants and new customer behaviours. Never has it been so easy
to switch accounts or multi-bank,
putting relationships at risk and
heightening the need to compete effectively. More recently,
the arrival of Covid-19 accelerated many of these trends and

the stakes are now even higher.
Loyalty and margins are under
threat while experiences across
other sectors, particularly in digital channels, have further raised
consumer expectations. In this
context, the banking industry
continues to direct significant
resources towards transforming
and refining the customer experience, increasingly moving from
a product led to customer first
approach. In an era where Open
Banking paves the way for further innovation, this trend is set
to continue. The return on investment (ROI) achieved by these efforts will be critical to long-term
business success.

According to the CapGemini 2021 World Banking Report , 66% of retail
banking executives are losing sleep over competition from the challenger brands that offer a break from the norm and elevated customer
experiences. Meanwhile 50% are anxious about economic uncertainty
and many banks are seeking to tackle diminishing profits.
S&P Global has identified 2021 as being the toughest year for banks
since 2009. Unequal and uncertain recovery to 2019 levels are expected
across the global banking industry, with full revival not anticipated until
2023 or later.
McKinsey shows how CX leaders recovered better from the 2008 financial crisis. There is reason to believe that they will better recover from the
health crisis and economic difficulties of 2020 and 2021.
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If it was that easy to deliver an excellent CX,
all banks would be doing it
CX may be a consistent strategic
axis across the banking industry,
but the customer verdict is far
from consistent. A recent multimarket study conducted by
the BVA Group reveals the vast
divide between key players: in all
markets there is a clear disparity
between the CX Leaders and the
CX Laggards.
The implications are clear: the CX
Leaders will be eager to maintain
their position while the Laggards
must close the gap if they are to
nurture good quality customer
relationships and prosper in the
long-term.

The Watermark Consulting practice has shown that the return on investment
(ROI), accumulated over the past 10 years, of leading companies in the CX
field is 3 times higher than that of companies that are lagging behind in this
field.

CX Laggard

CX Leader

UK

+84

-3

FR

IT

+50

+52

+5

-7

AUS

+41
+6

Figure X: Strongest / weakest Net Promoter Score (NPS) achieved each market (main personal bank)
Source: BVA Group Retail Banking Relationship Study
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Time for a new CX mindset,
a new CX aspiration

The traditional solution to the
challenge of how to improve CX
performance has been to identify and prioritise shortfalls that
need fixing and strengths that
should be maintained. Plans to
address these actions are then
implemented by the brand.

ensuring that it delivers a satisfactory experience which eliminates petty frustrations or irritations. However this approach
and mindset is less capable of
helping brands forge the emotional connection required to
build successful long-term relationships through CX. More is
needed to make customers want
to come back, share their experiences, spend more and recommend a brand.

There is a reason why this approach has dominated for such
a long time: it is highly effective
at resolving issues. It will smooth an organisation’s operations,

To create connection with customers it is necessary
to elevate customer experiences. Move from the
satisfactory to the memorable.

The positive emotion that customer experiences
can generate and the associated memories they
leave with the customer are the drivers of future
behaviour. They will make the customer want to
share their experiences with others. They will
want to continue the relationship, or even to
spend more. This is how the link between the
company and the customer is created. This relationship is gradually strengthened as new positive experiences occur, building towards an attachment and even a preference for the brand.
The result is customer loyalty, word of mouth,
recommendations and ultimately, increased
business.

Fabienne GALZIN

CX Leader - BVA Group
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Emotion is the key
to CX differentiation
I’ve learned that people will
forget what you said, people
will forget what you did
but people will never forget
how you made them feel.
Maya Angelou

Author and civil rights activist
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Emotion is at the heart
of banking CX

CX leading brands offer elevated, memorable customer experiences in the moments that
matter. Retail banking is a fertile
source of these key moments,
bringing great potential to create
strong, lasting bonds with customers. In its broadest sense,
money is an enabler and a safety
net, a source of security and anxiety. How we use or look after
our money can be perceived as
a symbol of achievement or fai-

lure. It is intrinsically linked to
significant life events: the ups,
the downs and the upheavals.
As the guardians of our money,
banks accompany us throughout
these experiences: banking is
the gateway to our lives and a
facilitator of goals. Across both
day-to-day interactions and landmark life events, banking is an
ever present feature of our lives
and ripe for the creation of memorable moments.

An Accenture study has revealed that banks structured
around customer emotions and empathy benefit from a
significantly stronger financial performance than their peers.

It can be easy to underestimate the potential
for an emotional connection and the creation of
positive memories within a day-to-day service
sector setting such as retail banking. However,
memorable moments aren’t limited to obvious
major events. From the customer perspective,
even seemingly simple and functional features
can make their mark. For example, the ability to
easily set-up and then make a mobile payment
might represent the avoidance of embarrassment and relief when unexpectedly caught without cash or cards. The challenge for banking
brands is to identify how to create these emotional peaks and positive memories.

Simone PIZZOGLIO

Head of Finance, BVA Doxa
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Creating an emotional connection
with consumers is difficult, but
behavioural sciences can maximise
our chances of success

The work of American-Israeli psychologist
and economist Daniel Kahneman, professor
at Princeton University and winner of the
2002 Nobel Prize in Economics, reveals how
we memorise our experiences, in the field of
customer relations and purchasing, but also in
other situations of professional or private life.

Satisfaction

We do not memorise experiences by averaging all the moments we
went through during the experience, but assess it according to the
most intense moments and the last moment of the experience: the
peak-end rule.

Peak

End
Time
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« The surprise about great

service experiences is that
they are mostly forgettable
and occasionally remarkable

The Power of Moments by Chip & Dan Heath
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Make change happen:
create positive peaks with EPIC
The BVA Group offers a framework to help clients design the peak moments required to deliver a memorable experience. The framework also
helps to understand how to adjust the intensity of these peaks.

E.P.I.C. Elevation, Pride, Insight and Connection. Four drivers
which, singularly or jointly, make it possible to activate positive
peaks throughout the customer experience:

Elevate satisfaction to happiness
To Happy &
Memorable Customer
Experience

From satisfactory
Customer Experience

E levation

Go beyond the routine
and the expected

Pride

I nsight

Make people
feel unique

Learn about a
topic of interest

Connection

Create an
emotional bond

What is the EPIC model?
The EPIC model derives from the work of Chip and Dan Heath.
In the book «The Power of Moments» (Why certain experiences
have an extraordinary impact) they explore the origins of particularly
powerful moments which can change lives and teach us how to create
memorable experiences for our conversational partners, whether they
are our friends, children, colleagues, customers.
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Putting EPIC to the test
in retail banking

Recent research conducted by the BVA
Group across the UK, France, Italy and
Australia demonstrates the value of EPIC.
The study evaluated the impact of EPIC
upon advocacy and behavioural measures
of loyalty for the main personal bank.

The results are crystal clear:
EPIC is central to enduring,
profitable customer relationships
and the distinction between CX
Leaders and Laggards.
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#1

There is a clear relationship between EPIC and NPS.
The more frequently an aspect of EPIC is delivered,
the higher the NPS.

E

P

ELEVATION

SOMETIMES

61

31
-44

CONNECTION

63

25

-23

C

INSIGHT

64

OFTEN

NEVER

I

PRIDE

60

35
-22

20
-45

NPS based on how often customers are experiencing each aspect of EPIC (main personal bank)
Source: BVA Group Retail Banking Relationship Study

#2
NPS when customers
often experience at
least 1 aspect of EPIC

NPS when customers
never experience any
aspect of EPIC

EPIC has universal application across markets. Often
delivering at least one aspect of EPIC sees a marked
boost to advocacy in all territories, irrespective of
local market characteristics.
UK

+35

FR

+38

-6
-18

IT

+31

AUS

+41

-12

NPS in each market according to exposure to EPIC experiences (main personal bank)
Source: BVA Group Retail Banking Relationship Study
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-15

#3
NPS

Often delivering just one aspect of the framework
virtually eliminates detractors and NPS strengthens
with the cumulative impact of EPIC.
44

35

54

69

77

NONE

1 ASPECT

2 ASPECTS

2 ASPECTS

2 ASPECTS

PROMOTERS
PASSIVES
DETRACTORS

NPS according to the number of EPIC elements experienced often (main personal bank)
Source: BVA Group Retail Banking Relationship Study

#4

EPIC clearly links to business outcomes. Relationships
are deeper and higher quality where EPIC is routinely
delivered.

Banks which often experience at least 1 aspect of EPIC
BEHAVIOURAL LOYALTY
No. of products held

+0.7

Actually recommended

+63%

ATTITUDINAL LOYALTY

Definitely intend to be
customer in 5 years

Very good relationship
with bank

+49%

+54%

Relationship above
expectations

+40%

Loyalty outcomes according to exposure to EPIC experiences (main personal bank)
Source: BVA Group Retail Banking Relationship Study
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Would miss using
the bank a lot

+40%

Spotlight on Starling Bank:
UK CX Leader

E

ELEVATION

P

PRIDE

I

INSIGHT

CONNECTION

+84

36%

53%

35%

55%

-3

15%

35%

18%

36%

NPS

UK CX Laggard

Starling has amassed over 2 million customers since
launching in 2014 as an online pure player with a mission to
look after customers, help them feel in control of their money
and fundamentally change our relationship with finances. It
therefore makes absolute sense that the bank excels in Pride
and Connection.
Smart features were already in place to help customers have
better visibility of and access to their money but the best
example of the bank catering to customer needs came with
the launch of the Connected Card: a proposition specifically
designed help customers reliant on others to do their shopping during COVID-19. A clear demonstration of empathising with the unique situation of these individuals.
More broadly, this is all embedded in a desire to humanise
finance and an ability to deliver simplified, frictionless digital
banking. Starling lives-up to its brand promise and avoids
the trap of becoming ‘another bank with money management tool’.

Richard STEVENSON

Senior Director - UK BVA Group
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Spotlight on ING:
Australia CX Leader

E

ELEVATION

P

PRIDE

I

INSIGHT

CONNECTION

+41

21%

41%

25%

39%

+6

15%

29%

18%

33%

NPS

Australia CX
Laggard

ING has long been the Australian banking market leader in
CX. Many in the industry put its success down to a brand halo
effect, but the reality is that ING has simply been delivering
EPIC experiences more consistently than other brands.
Most EPIC experiences in Australian retail banking arise
during problem resolution: a human interaction where
a customer is at a heightened emotional state, where
opportunities for Connection and Elevation are present.
From the customer perspective, someone in the bank listens
and rescues the situation, going above and beyond.
What ING, an online bank, has done really well is to avoid
these issues occurring in the first place but, when they do
occur, it fixes them faster than any other bank. It demonstrates
respect to customers by investing in an easy and seamless
product, platform and CX. ING is like the partner that
customers have never had a fight with and who always buys
them flowers: that triggers a sense of Pride and makes it a
bank they are happy to introduce to their friends.

Georgina WOODLEY

Managing Director - BVA BDRC Australia/NZ
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As the banking industry
continues to evolve, finding
opportunities to transform
and elevate the customer
experience will be essential
if brands are to remain
relevant and desirable.

The challenge posed by neobanks and new entrants has
dominated the narrative in recent years and for good
reason. These brands offer streamlined propositions,
advanced technology and an innate ability to manage the
gap between the brand promise and delivered CX.
A new challenge is also looming on the horizon: Google is
lining-up to take the next step in its assault on the financial
industry with the imminent launch of Google Plex. Google’s
specific intentions in finance are much debated although it
seems most likely that they will remain a technology vendor
or partner. In the case of Google Plex, partner banks will
benefit from the immense resources and capabilities that
are unique to Google and combine to form (what is likely to
be) an impressive ‘nerve centre’ of a customer’s money and
financial management.
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The rapid digitisation of banking raises key
questions as to how banks can demonstrate
empathy and emotion in the moments that matter.

Hello
Jeanne !

Critics may argue that that the shift to digital risks a corresponding shift to remote, impersonal relationships but
the BVA Group’s relationship study suggests otherwise:
online pure players are successfully delivering EPIC experiences, which by definition are neither remote nor
impersonal. Looking to the future, developments in AI
and hyper personalisation bring even greater opportunities to tailor these interactions and forge a connection
with customers. Leading players will use data and analytics to drive exceptional EPIC experiences, anticipating
customers’ emotions and responding accordingly.

In years to come we will see further reframing
of other banking service channels and
this brings both an advantage and added
complication for established players.

The BVA Group has previously documented the shifting
roles of contact centres and branches to customer care
hubs, advice and experience centres: key points of personal interaction and prime opportunities for value creating, EPIC memorable moments. But with great potential comes great expectation: consumers seek seamless
transitions between interactions and will become even
less willing to forgive friction or disconnect across channels.
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Transform and
elevate your CX

Capitalise upon recent developments, rethink traditional
service models and create special moments that strengthen
your customer relationships.

#1

Define the CX ambition and brand promise:
set clear horizons around the creation of peak
moments that are infused with empathy

#2

Mobilise the whole organisation and clearly communicate the promise to all teams: a
shared vision that is embedded within the
culture, values and structure

#3

Determine the key stages in the customer
journey where it is essential to create positive
emotional peaks through EPIC

#4

Manage and monitor performance through
multi-faceted insight: EPIC drivers in the relationship, operational delivery and compliance
with the brand promise

#5

Align the employee experience and customer
experience: develop Nudges to activate the
desired internal behaviours
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The BVA Group is a global leader in the design,
evaluation and optimisation of the customer
experience and its ROI.
We assist companies in all business sectors in the
identification of optimisation levers for all of their
customer journeys. Using behavioural sciences,
we help them to deliver memorable experiences
that keep their promises in the moments that
matter. We also help them to develop customer
culture by working to change the behaviours and
practices of their teams.

What to do now
BOOK

DOWNLOAD

a virtual meeting with
one of our experts to
discover more EPIC
insights for a specific
market or brand

CONTACT

the complementary paper
‘Moving from satisfaction
to delivering memorable
experiences’ to learn more
about the new aspiration in CX

Marion STEPHAN

to find out how
to make your
CX EPIC

Simone PIZZOGLIO

marion.stephan@bva-group.com

simone.pizzoglio@bva-doxa.com

BVA,FR

BVA Doxa, IT

Richard STEVENSON

Georgina WOODLEY

richard.stevenson@bva-bdrc.com

georginawoodley@bdrc.com.au

BVA BDRC, UK

BVA BDRC, Aus
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